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1. Introduction

 The effects of trade agreements are 
usually estimated using general 
equilibrium analyses to determine the 
economic effects.

 The regulatory impact of trade 
agreements upon regulatory authorities 
that administer TA terms is rarely 
undertaken.



1. Introduction

Conceptual Framework

The regulatory impact of trade 
agreements can be analysed as a 
function of the following factors:
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1. Introduction

 The regulatory impact of regional and preferential trade
agreements (PTA) has become closely linked to the more
contemporary issue of trade facilitation (Hoekman, 2003)

 Studies suggest that trade facilitation measures can achieve
trade flow increases greater than the economic growth effects
of market access/trade liberalization provisions (Wilson, Mann
and Otsuki, 2003).

 Trade facilitation and secure trade obligations are the
substantive provisions that impact most heavily on the
regulatory authorities charged with the responsibility of
implementing a PTA.



1. Introduction

The major factors determining 
regulatory impact are:

 The scope and depth of the PTA;

 The complimentarity of trade between Member States party to
the agreement;

 Estimating the impact upon trade volumes to anticipate
infrastructure requirements;

 The scope of substantive legal change requiring new legislation
or regulatory frameworks to be drafted and passed by national
legislatures;



1. Introduction

 The number and extent that existing regulatory instruments
require amendment or harmonization among Member States
including policies and laws indirectly affected by the trade
agreement;

 The formulation of new processes and procedures required to
carry out the law;

 The transitional implementation of new laws and procedures;

 Assessing the potential and severity of new risks affecting
border security and surveillance functions;

 Developing new methods and approaches to counteract those
risks.



2. Geo-Structural Context

 A PTA’s potential impact begins with 
understanding of the geo-structural 
context of a PTA. 

 Insight into trade volume implications 
influences negotiating positions and 
objectives relating to the scope and 
depth of the proposed trade agreement. 



2. Geo-Structural Context

The three factors examined are:

 proximity of PTA members,

 level and diversity of economic
development of PTA members, and

 the scope and depth of PTA instrument
type (Whalley, 1996; World Bank, 2000;
Yeats, 1998).



2.1 Geographical Proximity

 Studies using a gravity model trade flow
analysis consistently indicate that
geographical proximity of Members is a major
determinant of trade flows (Bergstrand,
1989).

 These findings support the idea that trade
between close neighbors occurs as a result of
social networks, communications and other
factors related to knowledge of product
markets and social spillover effects.



2.2 Complementarity and Levels of 

Economic Development

 If PTA members produce different and 
complimentary products, the potential 
success of the PTA increases (Wolfmayr-
Schnitzaer, 1999).

 i.e., A sharing of comparative factor 
endowments where one partner possesses a 
capital/technology advantage and another 
partner possesses a low-cost labor 
endowment advantage.



2.2 Complementarity and Levels of 
Economic Development

 Historical studies suggest that south-south
PTA’s are less successful than North-North or
North-South PTA’s.

 New research suggests that if the PTA is
implemented as part of a broader suite of
economic policy reforms, South-South PTA’s
can have positive trade effects even though
the potential for trade diversion appears to be
higher (Cernat, 2001).



2.3 Instrument Characteristics

 PTA’s may achieve different policy objectives.

 Some are narrowly framed having the 
economic objective of increased trade flows 
through the securing of market access rights.

 Other PTA’s are part of wider regional 
cooperation arrangements that include 
political and social objectives such as the 
furthering of democracy or regional security 
arrangements (Limao, 2002). 



2.3 Instrument Characteristics

 Empirical research suggests that the wider
and deeper the integration policy and trade
instrument chosen, the greater the economic
benefits that are expected to flow from the
PTA (Venables, 1999).

 However, the broader and deeper the PTA,
the higher the level of political and economic
coordination and relinquishing of sovereignty
is required to implement an agreement
(Frankel, 1997).



Table 1 Trade Agreement Taxonomy

PTA Type Scope Depth

Free Trade 

Agreement

Two or more economies eliminate tariffs against goods

originating within these economies. Each economy

retains its own tariff and the right to conduct its own

trade policy. Preferential rules of origin have to be

devised to allow identifying originating goods. It is

increasingly common for such agreements to include

provisions liberalising trade in services and investment

flows also, but not the depth or extent met in the case of

common markets

Shallow integration because low level

of political cooperation required. No

shared institutions or policy

Customs

Union

Two or more economies eliminate all tariffs against 

goods originating within these economies. They 

negotiate a common external tariff and conduct a 

common commercial policy. Since all partner economies 

apply the same external tariff on goods, there is no need 

to develop preferential rules of origin. A customs union 

agreement can of course also contain provisions for 

services and investment.

Integration is deeper than under free-

trade agreements. Creation of new

institutions, deeper legislative and

policy harmonization required to

administer common tariff, aspects of

trade policy and related economic

policies.

Common

Market

Two or economies apply common economic, monetary 

and commercial policies and create a single market for 

goods and services. Investment and people are allowed to 

move freely between the parties. Trade policy is 

conducted within a customs union. The result is deep 

integration. Other names for a common market are single 

economic space and economic union.

Integration is deeper than under

customs union as scope of coverage

increases. Creation of new institutions

continues, shared administration of full

commercial policy suite including

industry and competition policy.

Expansion to include non-economic

policy dimensions.

Economic

Union

Members adopt a common currency and pursue common 

macro-economic policies in addition to unrestricted 

flows of goods, services and investment.

Deep integration covering

centralization of key institutions,

formation of quasi-governmental

authorities, full policy harmonization

across a range of economic, political

and social agendas.



3. Trade Facilitation Measures

 The aim of trade facilitation measures is to 
bring down the cost of doing business while 
at the same time ensuring the integrity of 
border controls. 

 It is fundamentally all about increasing trade 
volumes by reducing transaction costs while 
maintaining acceptable levels of risk (Arana, 
1999).



3. Trade Facilitation Measures

Trade facilitation applies to the entire trade 
transaction process. It includes at least the 
following:

• agreement of sale between the buyer and seller;

• processing of the agreed commercial documentation;

• compliance with health, safety and other regulations and standards;

• fulfilment of the required customs and other documents and procedures at 
the time of border crossing;

• the efficient movement of the goods from the seller’s to the buyer’s premises;

• compliance of the goods with the buyer’s requirements;

• payment for the goods; and

• disposal of goods and end products.

Source: United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 2003



3.1 Institutional Impacts

 The extent of institutional change required to 
implement a PTA will depend upon the type 
of PTA negotiated. 

 Some are negotiated to avoid the necessity of 
creating new administrative institutions.

 Other PTA’s are administered by a governing 
body created by the terms of the Agreement.

 If new institutions are mandated, a new 
bureaucracy will be required.



3.2 Regulatory Harmonization

 Regulatory harmonisation differs from 
institutional creation in that domestic laws 
may require amendment to conform to new 
PTA obligations without having to create or 
substantially reform existing institutions.

 Regulatory adjustment and reform is required 
where substantive provisions of a PTA are 
affected by the variation among nations in 
their domestic regulatory policies, or 
‘regulatory heterogeneity.’ 



3.2 Regulatory Harmonization

 Full harmonisation of procedures and 
formalities is still limited in most PTAs.

 PTAs commonly refer to relevant WTO 
provisions, such as GATT Article VII and 
X and the Kyoto Convention provisions 
on the simplification and harmonisation 
of customs procedures. 



3.3 Administrative/Procedural Reform

 The provisions that most directly impact 
on Customs Authorities are, usually, 
contained within a specific chapter 
within most recent PTA’s dedicated to 
customs procedures (Goode, 2004). 



3.3 Customs Procedure Reform

Chapters on custom procedures tend to have, at a
minimum, the following provisions:

 an undertaking to use, wherever possible, the transaction value
as the basis for the valuation of goods (see box on methods of
customs valuation);

 a commitment to give binding advance rulings on the
classification of goods and their eligibility for preferential market
access;

 an undertaking to release the goods as soon as possible, 
sometimes within a fixed period and before the final 
determination of the applicable tariff rate;

 an undertaking to encourage paperless trading, the use of 
automated systems and to promote the modernisation of 
business procedures and the adoption of new technologies;



3.3 Customs Procedure Reform

 an undertaking to apply a system of risk 
management to ensure that bona fide consignments 
are not held up;

 a commitment to transparency, including the 
publication on the Internet of any relevant customs 
procedures;

 an undertaking to establish enquiry points where the 
other parties to the agreement can easily obtain 
customs information; and

 agreement to cooperate in the development of 
improvements to customs procedures.



4. The Research Agenda

Analysing the institutional impacts of trade 
instruments

 Trade flow effects: growth, trade facilitation, secure 
trade

 Institutional impacts: organizational frameworks, 
adjustment demands

 Regulatory demands: harmonization, mutual 
recognition, legislative frameworks

 Administrative requirements: organizational 
adjustments, human resource requirements, physical 
infrastructure.


